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history and context
the asa is the national governing body for
Swimming, Diving, Water Polo, Open Water and
Synchronised Swimming. It organises competition
throughout England, establishes the laws of the
sport and operates comprehensive certification and
education programmes for Teachers, Coaches and
Officials as well as its renowned Learn To Swim
awards scheme. the asa supports 1,220 affiliated
swimming clubs through a National/Regional/
County structure.

For this reason, the asa has been through a number
of positive changes to ensure it has resonance with
all key partners, stakeholders and consumers going
forward.

This process has led to a re-energising of the asa
brand via a compelling new definition of who we are
and what we do, along with a new brand identity,
based on the asa name, role and values (more later).

It was agreed that the word ‘amateur’ does not
have a clear role or deliver any benefit for the future
positioning of the asa. The initial driver of a revised
brand strategy has therefore been the official change
of name - from the Amateur Swimming Association
to the asa, as it is already frequently referred to.

That’s why the asa has articulated a brand strategy
detailing the asa’s brand attributes, promise,
personality, source of authority and brand essence.

Our Aims:
• To ensure everyone has an opportunity to learn
to swim
• To ensure everyone can achieve his or her
personal goals
• To ensure everyone has the opportunity to enjoy
swimming as part of a healthy lifestyle
• To ensure that we achieve gold medal success
The remit of the asa has grown dramatically in
recent years. In addition to being a membership
organisation for clubs and competitors, the asa
is involved in delivering initiatives on behalf of
government departments in the wider context of
sport for health. As a result, what the asa does and
stands for has changed.

Additionally it has been recognised that the heraldic
emblem, whilst having equity and heritage, is not
appropriate as a stand alone identity - as it can not
support the asa brand aspirations or positioning
going forward.
This has led to a complete brand revitalisation project
where the asa brand has been defined and designed
to take the asa forward.
Brand revitalisation refocuses a brand that has
something new to say and makes a brand more
relevant and future orientated.

Revitalising our brand will allow all our stakeholders
to rediscover the value that the asa gives not just
them, but all the stakeholders we work with.
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segmentation
the asa has a distinct and diverse array of
stakeholders. Grouping them into logical segments
will allow a clearer focus and message delivery for
the asa.
Understanding clearly who the consumer and
stakeholder is, will refine strategy - in terms of
what they want from the asa and what we need
to provide them with.

the asa stakeholder segments:
Partners/Strategy/Funding - we work with our
partners to develop strategies and secure funding
to drive the sport forward and achieve our aims.
the asa, the gatekeeper of this in addition to realising
the strategy by delivery through customers/providers.
Customers/Providers - those charged with actually
implementing the strategy or providing the channels
to reach the participant or user - i.e., clubs, pools,
teachers, coaches etc. This is where the asa is
predominantly focused on developing products and
services for implementation or developing the sport
and participation.
Consumers/Participants - it is important to have a
clear view as to the profile and drivers for different
consumers or participants as they have very different
needs and wants and rational / emotional drivers.
The key drivers for the swim consumer are:
•
•
•
•

Sport - to win to compete
Health - as part of a healthy lifestyle
Leisure / Fun - for enjoyment
Learn to swim -whatever age, background or ability

The following stake holder map creates a logical
hierarchy with the asa supporting the base of
all components of swimming - from developing
and funding programmes and initiatives with
Sport England and other agencies or government
departments, to implementing through clubs /
providers / facilities and increasing participation
across the board.
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stakeholder map
sport

consumers

customers

partners

•

health

membership

leisure/fun

•

facilities

•

influencers

•

policy

the asa

•

•

•

learn to swim

workforce

sponsors

participants

providers

strategy/funding
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the asa brand model

The brand model is a concise definition of the asa brand, articulating the asa’s values.
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attributes
The Authority
the asa is the authority on everything to do with
swimming. It leads in terms of the sport and strategy.
It defines the vision and provides leadership.
Unique
the asa is unique in that it has a broader agenda
than most NGBs. It is involved in every component
of swimming from learning to grass roots to winning
medals and everything in between.
For everyone
Swimming is for all, participation is key. the asa must
reflect this and can touch everyone involved. It is as
egalitarian as swimming itself. the asa can support
all swimming activities for all people. the asa is an
enabler and drives to make swimming accessible
and to ensure everyone can achieve his or her
personal goals.
Forward thinking
Progressive and proactive, the asa makes things
happen. It drives strategy and policy and is helping
to shape the future of swimming. the asa sets the
vision for swimming.

Trustworthy
the asa is highly professional and trusted. It has
experts throughout the organisation, delivers
education and expertise to the highest standards
and is trusted by the Government to deliver initiatives.
the asa provides a kite mark or seal of approval.

Confident
Confident not arrogant. Encouraging and speaking
from fact as the asa is an expert. the asa can speak
with confidence and is outgoing. Confidence also
breeds confidence to encourage success in greater
participation.

personality

Supportive
Motivating, encouraging and supportive - whatever
level of involvement in swimming the asa provides
guidance and support where feasible - for lifelong
participation. the asa is the most motivating force
for swimming.

Passionate
the asa is passionate about every facet of swimming.
Passion is at the heart of swimming. Passion drives
athletes and it’s this passion that drives the asa. the
asa has great empathy and encourages all to gain the
benefits of swimming at whatever level they engage.
Grounded
Down to earth, never over-promise and under
deliver. the asa is realistic and honest. the asa is
focused upon reality and not on hope but can inspire
nonetheless without being ‘woolly’ or vague.

Friendly
Approachable and reflecting the fun nature of
swimming.
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promise

source
source
of authority
of authority

The highest quality and standards
Uncompromising standards are standard and set
the asa apart. Where swimming is concerned the
best has to be delivered by the asa. Whether it’s
success in training, coaching, programmes, awards the asa delivers the best.
Knowledge
the asa has appropriate expertise and knowledge at
every level to ensure all questions can be answered
and all solutions can be resolved.
Fair Play
Ensuring a level playing field and fair rules. Code of
ethics and conduct apply. the asa is genuine, ethical
and fair.
Partnership
the asa believes in building and forging strong
partnerships at all levels to deliver the goals we
set and has a strong collaborative ethic to build
success for the future. the asa fosters a spirit of close
collaboration and cooperation with all partners and
sees a partnership approach as a formula for success.
Integrity
the asa is honest, reliable and professional for all
matters with which it is involved.

National Governing Body (NGB)
Unquestionable leadership, authority and credibility
through the asa’s position as the NGB.
Heritage
A wealth of history and heritage which underpins
the asa’s position today as the authority for
swimming in England and its broader influence.
Governance/Structure
the asa operates with a high degree of corporate
governance and follows best practice.
Influential
the asa operates and influences at all levels internationally, nationally, with government and the
sport. the asa influences and shapes at all levels.
Based on fact
the asa is an expert and can provide evidence to
support actions and strategies. the asa is clear, open,
honest and factual without being dull or blinding
you with science.
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what is a brand essence?
- the heart and soul of the brand
- compact summary of what the asa stands for
- constant, timeless and enduring
- ownable
- can be applied to future changes

the asa brand essence
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why the essential element
• It is distinctive to the asa and unique

• It reinforces the asa’s NGB status

• It befits the organisation perfectly

• It works across partners, customers and consumers

• It works on the proposition that the asa is an
• ingredient brand - Similar to Intel inside - a key
• component of all things swim hence ‘element’

• Underpins the asa’s role as active within all levels
• of swimming

• The use of the word ‘element’ links the essence
• to ‘water’ perfectly
• ‘Essential’ is substantiated by the asa being the
• authority or leader
• It also delivers the fact that the asa is
• fundamental to swimming
• It denotes influence, confidence and authenticity

• Reinforces quality and kite mark sign - off
• or symbol of assurance
• Underpins the pivotal role the asa plays
• Transcends ‘sport’ or the awards scheme
• Unites all components of the asa activity
• Sets a footprint for the future
• the asa brand essence will also be used as a
• strapline

the essential element
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tone of voice

brand halo

avoid

To supplement the brand model and segmentation,
the asa has defined tone of voice. This allows the asa
to convey its values, particularly personality, through
the language it uses.

• Authoritative and as a leader but not elitist

• Language that creates barriers to understanding
by being too technical or jargon-ridden

When tone of voice is consistent it allows the
stakeholder another means of recognising the brand
and being reassured of their expectations.

• Specialist but approachable

the asa, which operates at different levels with
different audiences, will have a specific focus on
certain tonal values to drive specific messages more
effectively, e.g., participants will have consumer
facing language whereas providers/customers will
receive trade/commercially weighted messages.

• Honest

• Influential but also accessible
• Inspirational yet grounded

• Informative (based on fact) but not dull
• Use of real life examples

consumer specific
• Empowering
• Rewarding
• Exhilarating
• Beneficial
• Unifying
• Fun - but with a message

• Language that undermines integrity by being
incorrect, too pushy, hard sell or vague
• Language that fails to express passion by being
boring and flat
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our logo
Aim
To create a cohesive and consistent brand identity
and house style for the asa.
Objectives
• To ensure consistency in the look, feel and way
• in which the asa is presented to all our various
• stakeholders.
• To present ourselves in a more professional and
• united way across all departments and
• programmes.
Use of the logo
The logo should wherever possible be used in full
colour format as shown, including the strapline.
Please refer to logo sizes section.
Approval of materials
To ensure consistency and adherence to the identity
guidelines, those organising material that they wish
to carrying the asa logo must complete a logo
request and approval form. This is to ensure that the
logo is only used by organisations who have the right
to use it, the correct format of logo can be issued
and it’s use, in accordance with these guidelines
checked and approved.
To request the form please contact
marketing@swimming.org

the essential element

Graphic: Waves / movement / entering water / competition
Type: Friendly / rounded / flowing / strong / fun
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protecting the logo
The area indicated above by the dotted line
surrounding the asa logo is the exclusion zone.
This area should never be intruded upon by
any other element.

x

The strapline should be included wherever
possible, depending on the size of the logo.
This rule also applies to the other sub brands
listed.
Full colour - only to be reproduced in the
colours indicated.

x

x

x

the essential element
x
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protecting the logo
In exceptional circumstances when the strapline is
not used the area indicated above by the dotted
line surrounding the asa logo is the exclusion
zone. This area should never be intruded upon by
any other element.

x

This rule also applies to the other sub brands
listed.
Full colour - only to be reproduced in the
colours indicated.

x

x

x
x
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logo sizes

16.5mm

12mm

Recommended minimum sizes
Shown here are recommended minimum logo sizes
for various page formats. Use these sizes to maintain
consistency across all printed material.

the essential element

Minimum size

A1
Page format

Logo height
240mm

the essential element

A5 Page format

42.5mm

30mm
A4 Page format

the essential element

DL Page format

A2
Page format
Logo Height
120mm

21mm

Minimum size
To make sure that the logo is always readable and
recognisable, we have set 12mm as the minimum
size for reproducing it.

the essential element

A3 Page format

the essential element
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what not to do
Do not:
• Alter the proportions of the logo.
• Reproduce the logo in any colour that is not a
• brand colour.
• Add effects to the logo, eg shading or outlines.

x

• Enclose the logo in a box.

x

x
x

x

x
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the role of disciplines within the logo
the asa and it’s disciplines/areas of activity is not
defined by one specific colour.
A palette of five colours has been created to
represent the asa and each discipline.
The individual discipline specific colours featured here
can only to be used alone when dealing with:
a) Events solely involving the relevant discipline
b) Communications within the discipline community
ie. to coaches, athletes
Swimming includes all types - pool, open water and
disability.

the essential element

Please refer to colour palette section for more details.

Diving

Synchro

Swimming

Health/
Lifelong
Participation

Water Polo
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logo in single colour with strapline
The only other acceptable colours are black,
white and Reflex Blue which are only acceptable
to use when producing single colour literature
such as newsletters.

the essential element

the essential element

the essential element

the essential element
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relationship with the heraldic emblem
The heraldic emblem will now be used in a
supporting role, working alongside the new
asa mark to reinforce the history and quality
of the asa.
The heraldic emblem appears in a ‘badge of
honor’ which sits quietly to the top left hand
corner of publications and literature.
Examples of its use are shown throughout
these guidelines.
When printing single colour the heraldic
emblem should be used as follows.

the essential element
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relationship with regional logos
the asa Regions have their own brand identities
and the new logo should appear as a supporting
device as shown with the ‘affiliated region’
text line.
The regional logo’s should be no lower than the
designation line and reach no higher than the
bottom of the blue fin.

affiliated region

affiliated region
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designation logos
the asa allows for designation text to be added
in place of the strapline. The text is in style and
is justified to the width of the ‘asa’ type.
If you require a specific designation, please
contact us at marketing@swimming.org

supported event

approved product

official partner
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the asa in narrative context
the asa should be referred to in only lowercase
when written where possible. This gives a unique
edge to the name and reflects the logo design.
The name should not appear as ‘the ASA’.
When starting a new sentence with the asa the ‘t‘
should remain lowercase for consistency of use.
Whenever possible the asa should appear in 50%
tint of the text colour as shown in this document.

the asa Swim Courses
are an opportunity for
everyone....
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typefaces
The Frutiger font is the brand typeface
and should be used for all of the asa’s
communications, both internal and external.
It should be used consistently throughout all
applications as it will help to reinforce visually
the image created by the corporate branding.
It is a clean, classic typeface with good legibility.
It is functional and widely available across both
Macintosh and PC systems.
Within the Frutiger family, five type ‘weights’
have been selected for use: Frutiger Light,
Frutiger Roman, Frutiger Bold, Frutiger Italic
and Frutiger Condensed.
When using PC’s if the font Frutiger is not
available then Arial is the acceptable
replacement font.

frutiger roman

arial mt medium

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

frutiger bold

arial mt bold

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

frutiger light

arial mt light

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

frutiger italic

arial mt italic

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

frutiger condensed

arial mt condensed

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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colour palette
Diving
the asa is not defined by one specific colour.
A palette of five colours has been created to
represent the asa and each discipline.

Specifications
It is essential that colours are correctly specified.
This is to make sure that consistency of colour
is achieved across all media. All colours must
be used at 100%.
The process colour (CMYK) percentage formulas
specified are the asa’s preferred breakdowns and
match those specified by Pantone, Inc. They have
been chosen to achieve the simplest and best
possible match for each colour.
The RGB and Hexidecimal colour percentage
formulas nominated here are ‘websafe’ colours.
It is possible to achieve a closer match using
non-websafe percentages for the Pantone
colours referenced.

PANTONE°
200

Health/Lifelong Participation

PANTONE°
320

Pantone 200 CV
C: 0 M: 100 Y: 63 K: 12
R: 211 G: 17 B: 69

Pantone 320 CV
C: 100 M: 0 Y: 31 K: 7
R: 0 G: 160 B: 175

Water Polo

Synchro

PANTONE°
367

PANTONE°
239

Pantone 239 CV
C: 11 M: 79 Y: 0 K: 0
R: 215 G: 91 B: 162

Swimming

PANTONE°
Relex Blue

Pantone Reflex Blue
C: 100 M: 72 Y: 0 K: 6
R: 0 G: 83 B: 159

Pantone 367 CV
C: 32 M: 0 Y: 59 K: 0
R: 179 G: 216 B: 140
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sponsorship composite logos and sizing
the asa are proud to be working with a variety
of sponsors and can provide official approved
composite logos for use on printed material.
Sponsors are entitled to use a composite logo as
shown with the appropriate designation.
The sponsor’s logo should be no lower than the
designation line and reach no higher than the
bottom of the blue fin.
In order to maintain a hierarchy which reflects
the level of investment in the asa, sponsors will
be classed as official partners or official suppliers.
When partners and suppliers logo’s are shown
together they will be shown in the following
proportions - Official Partners at 100%, Official
Suppliers at 80%.

Sponsor Logo

official partner

Official Partner Logo at 100%

These sponsorship composite logos are bespoke
and designed especially for our sponsors.
If you require a bespoke solution please contact
marketing@swimming.org

Official Supplier Logo at 80%
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approval forms and process
To use the asa logo requires all organisations
to complete a logo request and approval form.
This is to ensure that the logo is only used by
organisations who have the right to use it, that
the correct format of logo is used and its use,
in accordance with these guidelines, is checked
and approved.
To request the form please contact
marketing@swimming.org

